
INSTALLATION SERVICES SURVEY
As a valued Russ Bassett customer, our goal is to be sure you are completely satisfied not only with our product but also 

with our installation services. Please take a few minutes to complete this customer survey and email it to us. Your opinion is 

very important in helping us provide the best service.

Rate your satisfaction with the following: Date of Installation:      

1. Scheduling/coordination of the installation:

very satisfied 
satisfied 
neutral 
unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

6. Overall satisfaction with the installation team’s service:

very satisfied 
satisfied 
neutral 
unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

2. Attitude and professionalism of the installation team:

Thank you for completing this survey. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Van Holster at 

562-945-2445 ext. 3337 or email: info@russbassett.com.

very satisfied 
satisfied 
neutral 
unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

very satisfied 
satisfied 
neutral 
unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

3. Installers’ technical skill and competency:
very satisfied 
satisfied 
neutral 
unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

8. We are committed to providing the highest quality of service to 

our clients. We want to know what we have done throughout the 

installation process that has been proven successful or beneficial. 

What are we doing well?  What were the most positive aspects of 

your Russ Bassett installation experience?

9. What do we need to change in order to improve the quality 

of our installation service?

10. Please let us know any additional comments about the 

overall quality of service you have received from Russ Bassett.

4. Did the installers effectively answer questions at the time 
of installation?

yes
no

5. Was the site clean and orderly?
yes
no

7. Overall satisfaction with other aspects of Russ Bassett’s 
service to you:
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	your Russ Bassett installation experience: The people we have worked with have been incredible.  Having Van Holster on site with his knowledge of the consoles, and the understanding our our design and operational needs was invaluable. That relationship of having one specific person involved from start to finish makes for a smooth process.  The local installers were timely, organized, willing to work and very handy.  They accomplished our install incredibly quickly with Van as their conductor. 
	of our installation service: Though it is well outside the scope I am sure your folks would have been willing to help if we had everything in order.. but I think that having the team stay through or come back to assist with populating everything into the console would be a great help. The installers left us perfectly setup to deploy our monitors, computers and run our cabling, but having someone who really knows the product assist with this portion would be a tremendous benefit albeit costly in terms of man hours. 
	overall quality of service you have received from Russ Bassett: The RB products' durability and quality is trumped only by the pride and effort your people put into the project.  Our main focus throughout the process was to maintain order, cleanliness and organization while providing the best operational layout possible and the team from design to install took that to heart and made sure we were beyond satisfied every step of the way.  We know this will be a show piece for you in New England and we look forward to showing it off and recommending RB to other emergency communications centers.
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